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About This Game

There is a world of dreams called Dreamland, where anyone can have their wishes granted.
Three wounded and homeless animals happened to enter Dreamland.

Will they be able to find the lost treasures of Dreamland and save the world?
“And will their wishes to regain their health and go back home safely come true?”

Features
- Innovative Action Puzzle Game: Each animal moves in set direction. Combined animals can move in more directions. You can

also separate combined animals! Find the perfect places to combine or separate animals and clear stages quickly!
- Over 30 exciting Trap tiles

- 6 themes and 100 well-designed stages
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as it stands now, would not recommend. It runs horrible, constantly stuttering and freezing with very long load times despite the
fact that it's creation tools are nothing but a very basic drawing tool and text editor. Also, all of the map images in the preview
appear to have been made outside of the program and imported, I feel a little disappointed as I was given the impression that
this might be someting similiar to the "inkarnate" map tool with other features built on top. It has potental, but I would not
recommend it as it is.. beutifull game.... This game copy other game. Flaming turd. I went into this game unsure- it seemed like
it might not have enough content, but I had $20 to blow and was ready to take the risk for a really stand out game. The concept
seemed really interesting, and I liked the idea of a diverse cast of high school girls.
I actually don't really want to write a bad review of this game because, there's a lot of potential. I hope the creators continue,
fine tune the art of the mini-game, and go on to create characters with greater depth and the player can actually feel an interest
in. But for $20 it's a big disappointment. The minigames are really boring and that's basically they're all you'll be doing. I think
it may have built up to more interesting storylines, but I was too bored to continue. The art, considering there's so little of it, is
really sub-par. There is also way too little strategy and long term planning in this game so I felt like I was meandering around. I
felt the 20s era felt inauthentic and too based on stereotypes and slang- perhaps if the characters had a little more depth or
backstory it would feel truer to the period.
If you want a truly awesome dark, involving detective game involving high school girls I would recommend Black Closet. It's by
Hanako games, and though it is planned for Steam release soon (the creator is fine tuning it) it is currently available through
their website. Of if you simply like the fun of a brightly colored teen girl unraveling a mystery in a dangerous setting (and
possibly dying horribly) you'll love Hanako's Long Live the Queen on Steam. And no, I'm not affiliated in anyway with Hanako.
I just love their games and their nuanced portrayal of girls.
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Bus is OK, just not quite what I wanted. Had a crash when entering route into the signboard, and could not get signboard to
work. No manual?. Nice oldschool RPG :). I personally think that this is the new step to a new age. This game isn't only fun for
beating records or just passing time, it truly embraces the essence of what horror should be. This addition to the Lawnmower
series truly outplays the rest with the fact that it finally brings something more to the game than just cutting grass + its 3 maps. I
don't personnaly like horror games with dumb unnecessary jumpscares, which makes this game perfect for me and many others
alike. I am very happy with my purchase of this absolutely magnificent game and truly from my heart think that this is super
underrated. I hope that Tero L. and Jacob C. truly don't give up on their dreams of being a game developer. I would rate this
game 93\/100 since there still are some bugs and invisible walls and basic stuff that litterally every videogame in history has but
if its fixed i would raise it up to a 95-100 range, my personal wishlist for this game is difficulty modes, character and vehicle
customization and a good luck to everyone who has worked on the Lawnmower franchise. its currently 27\/03\/2019 and my
score is 6000. (very good videogame for everyone above like 13 because theres alot of violence) lots of love and luck to the
devs, Thank you.. While Unhack 2 is a small game, I loved playing it. Visual style and dialogs are very nice, story is good
(although quite sad) - it was interesting for me to read it to the end. Arcade-style challenges from the first game are replaced by
small puzzles that fit nicely into the gameplay.
And I sure hope Unhack 3 is coming - the creator of Eraser must pay!. Wow took A chance with this game because It reminded
me Of A game I played when I was A kid called Jakal on the Nintendo Was one of my favorites when I was Young. $1.79 on
sale. If you like tanks and blowing stuff up,upgrades,and leveling up your tanks this Is a awesome game. 2 Thumbs up.. Yes omg
this was fun. I've only played this and now AOW 3. Both are great.
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